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Presentation Notes
The first “A” in NASA stands for “Aeronautics.” Our aeronautical innovators explore technologies that reduce aircraft fuel burn, emissions and noise, get you gate-to-gate safely and on time, and transform aviation into an economic engine at all altitudes.
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Presentation Notes
Updated 5/30/23NASA is leading transformation of aviation in four technical areas. Each of these transformation areas is enhanced and advanced by a fifth transformational area, our Innovation Ecosystem, which produces new knowledge/ideas to lead to new transformation areas. Ultra-Efficient Airliners: We are accelerating the ability of the next generation of large commercial aircraft to use less energy and use cleaner energy. Our work is a major contribution to the U.S. goal for net-zero greenhouse gas emissions by 2050. Future Airspace and Safety: We are working with partner FAA to continue evolution of our national airspace system to safely integrate all types of air vehicles in an increasingly complex environment, and to do so more sustainably – using digital technologies on the ground and on board vehicles to enable more efficient trajectories that use less energy.Advanced Air Mobility: With nearly 100 industry partners, we are working to enable an economically viable and safe system in which aircraft from drones to air taxis can fly new missions over the most rural countryside to the dense urban landscape – missions such as passenger transport, medical deliveries, utility inspections, disaster response. Our Advanced Air Mobility mission is working with the aviation community to solve challenges in vehicle development and operations, airspace design and operations, and community integration.High-Speed Commercial Flight:  We are potentially removing a key barrier to commercial supersonic flight over land by proving that we can get rid of the sonic boom, while also exploring solutions to local noise and emissions associated with supersonic flight. With our federal partners we are also investigating the potential of even higher speed flight such as high-supersonic and hypersonic speeds. 
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Commercial Supersonic Technology Project

• The Commercial Supersonic Technology (CST) Project is the leader for tools and 
technologies to help achieve practical, affordable commercial supersonic air 
transport

• Near-term focus is on overcoming the technical and regulatory barriers to quiet 
supersonic flight over land

• Critical Commitment to deliver data to FAA & ICAO on community response to quiet overflight 
sounds

• CST’s contribution of the coordinated development of tools, test hardware and 
methodology is key to the overall Quesst Mission success

• CST is also working to address longer term research leading to the development 
of increasingly capable supersonic commercial aircraft

Supersonic Technology Concept 
Aeroplane study design in 
support of LTO Noise and 

Emissions research

The vision of the Supersonics Community is a 
future where fast air travel is available for a broad 
spectrum of the traveling public.

Future supersonic aircraft will not only be able to fly 
overland without creating an “unacceptable situation” 
but compared to Concorde and SST will be efficient, 
affordable and environmentally responsible.

Community Testing

Application of Computational Tools
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Efficient Vehicles
• Efficient airframe and propulsion 

throughout flight envelope

Sonic Boom
• Design for low noise sonic boom
• Understand Community Response

Airport Noise
• Noise levels not louder than subsonic 

aircraft at appropriate airports

High Altitude Emissions
• No or minimal long-term impact 

at supersonic cruise altitudes

Light Weight, Durable Vehicles
• Low airframe and propulsion weight in 

a slender flexible vehicle operating at 
supersonic cruise temperaturesEfficient Operations

• Airspace-Vehicle interaction 
for full utilization of high speed

Environmental Barriers

Efficiency Barriers

Solutions to barriers drives selection of our Research Themes

Barriers to Practical Supersonic Commercial Aircraft • 
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We have broken the barriers down into 2 groups: Environmental & Efficiency. We have been focused in recent years on the environmental barriers. The shift to more focus on the efficiency barriers will come. The CST project and its predecessors have had limited resources to attack these challenges and while many of the efficiency barriers have advanced within other NASA aeronautics projects, and we will leverage that work as much as possible, this project has always tried to be more focused on the technical barriers that are very specific to Supersonic aircraft and supersonic flight. 



Quesst Mission Overview
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Phase 1 – Aircraft Development – In progress (FY18-23) 
•Detailed design
•Fabrication, integration, ground test
•Checkout flights
•Subsonic envelope expansion
•Supersonic envelope expansion

Phase 2 – Acoustic Validation – Preparation in progress 
(FY18-23) & Execution FY23-24

•Aircraft operations & support, range Ops, support aircraft
• In-flight measurement capabilities
•Ground measurement capabilities
•Validation of X-59 boom signature and prediction tools
•Development of acoustic prediction tools for Phase 3

Phase 3 – Community Response Testing  
Preparation in progress (FY19-24), Execution FY24-26

• Aircraft operations & support, deployment logistics
• Ground measurement capabilities
• Ground crew operations
• Noise exposure design
• Community response surveys
• Data analysis and database delivery

LBFD - Low Boom Flight Demonstrator Project 
Integrated Aviation Systems Program

FDC - Flight Demonstrations & Capabilities Project        
Integrated Aviation System Program

CST - Commercial Supersonic Technology Project       
Advanced Air Vehicles Program

Systematic Approach Leading 
to Community Testing
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So let’s do a little reminder on our roles and responsibilities within the LBFD mission, mostly for our IRP since the rest of you have been seeing this slide for quite some time now.In simple terms, CST is the ultimate customer of the aircraft and will use the aircraft to first validate tools and then employ it for gathering the needed research data on the acceptability of low boom flight.The mission has been broken down into 3 phases and the responsibilities during each phase are color coded by project.The LBFD project is responsible for the aircraft/design/build/test. So they are the primary project responsible through Phase 1.  LBFD project resides in the IASP program.Phase 2 is where all 3 projects get involved, with LBFD project still responsible for the operations and support of the aircraft, FDC is responsible for the in flight measurement hardware. And cst is responsible for the ground measurement capabilities, V&V of the X-59 acoustic properties and prediction tools for use in phase 3.Phase 3 is where we take the aircraft out and do our community testing. At that point, responsibility for the aircraft operations and support moves to FDC and CST …Slide – I think is 81 – includes the linkage across the projects and programs in support of the critical commitment for those that may still have questions about the CC



X-59 QUESST Mission
Low Boom Flight Demonstration

F414 
Engine

NASA Glenn supports X-59
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Talking pointsSince the retirement of the Concorde, there’s been continued interest in supersonic transportation, and NASA has been performing research in this area for decades. This includes research on making supersonic aircraft faster, lighter, stronger, and more fuel efficient.  In recent years, a large part of this research has also been focused on reducing the sonic boom and enabling high speed flight over land. Since 1973 supersonic flight over land has been prohibited due to the loud disturbance caused by the sonic boom.  However, since that time, technology has been developed to design quieter aircraft with less environmental impact.  The new technology is based on advances in computational speed and computer aided design tools.  These tools allow for rapid evaluation of low-boom aircraft shapes and automated shape optimization.  Therefore, NASA is confident that the technology now exists to build a commercially viable supersonic airplane with an acceptable sonic boom and that the time is right for a low boom demonstration x-plane. For any aircraft flying above Mach 1.2, or 920 miles per hour, there is a sonic boom that can be heard and sometimes felt on the ground. fact as the aircraft flies, it leaves a sonic boom carpet on the ground below the flight path.  As a result, the sonic boom is experienced on the ground everywhere the aircraft flies and can be experienced within a 50-mile-wide path. Using what we have learned, the next step is to fly a low boom flight demonstration aircraft – the X-59. If time permits discuss the main features of the vehicle (long nose, canards, large wing, top mounted engine)



X-59 Wind Tunnel Tests at NASA Glenn
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Talking pointsWhen the Concorde aircraft first entered service, it was using 1950’s and 1960’s technology which was both impressive and the best available at the time but was not designed for a low sonic boom.  As a result, the sonic boom level was disruptive to communities.  Modern design tools now allow aircraft shaping and tailoring of the shock waves.  Computer simulation and wind tunnel testing now estimate a much softer observed sound on the ground.  Critical testing of the X-59 was performed in one of our historic facilities, the 8-foot by 6-foot supersonic wind tunnel, located right here in ClevelandIn fact five wind tunnel tests were performed in this historic facility that has supported NASA’s space programs and the countries aerospace industry for decades. The road to build the X-59 truly runs through Cleveland.
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The next step will be to flight test this design so that community response data can be collected. The status of the aircraft is it’s under construction at Lockheed Martin in Palmdale CA and undergoing systems integration testing in preparation for first flight.
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Subsonic Airliner Technologies
Ensure U.S. industry is the first to establish the new “S Curve” for the next 50 years of airliners

Integrated Aircraft 
System Efficiency
Propulsion Airframe 
Integration Opportunity

Aerodynamic Efficiency
Transonic Truss-Braced Wing
(5-10% fuel burn benefit)

Engine Efficiency
Small Core Gas Turbine
(5-10% fuel burn benefit)

Electrified Aircraft Propulsion
~5% fuel burn and 

maintenance benefit

Weight
High-Rate Composites

(4-6x manufacturing increase)

www.nasa.gov   | 13
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Transformation Area: Ultra-Efficient Airliners NASA has identified four priority subsonic transport technologies that can have the greatest impact on the future sustainability of commercial aircraft fleet.  These priority technology areas were identified through research over the last twelve years, starting with Advanced Concept Studies in 2008 targeting aircraft with a 2030-35 entry into service. NASA established aggressive goals targeting noise, emissions, and fuel burn, and worked with industry and academia to identify and drive innovation that can meet those goals.  Over the years we’ve winnowed down to the most promising areas for NASA research to these four areas:  New vehicle level technologies such as the Transonic Truss Braced Wing can bring a 5-10% fuel burn benefit. Small core gas turbine engines can also yield add 5-10% fuel burn benefit, and also serve as a critical enabling technology for future hybrid electric systems. Electrified Aircraft Propulsion can yield another 5% fuel burn benefit and provide other efficiencies such as maintenance High rate composite manufacturing – 4 to 6 times faster than current production rates – can reduce the weight of new aircraft, reducing fuel consumption, and opens up the design space to new types of structures and vehicles.NASA has continued to mature these technologies from fundamental concepts and technologies through ground and flight tests, complemented by the Federal Aviation Administration's CLEEN research programs and continued industry innovation.  We are now at the beginning of the next new “S” curve for the next 50 years of commercial airliners. The promise of these priority technologies needs to be validated by the mid- to late-2020s so that they can form the foundation of the next generation of vehicles to enter service in the early 2030s.



Turning hybrid electric 
commercial aircraft 
into a reality! - -, ◄ 
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• Demonstrate integration of 
megawatt-class electrified aircraft 
propulsion (EAP) systems 

• Leverage advanced airframe 
systems to strengthen regional & 
single-aisle aircraft markets

• Assess gaps in regulations/ 
standards to support future EAP 
certification requirements

• Accelerate U.S. industry 
technology readiness and 
competitiveness

• Enable new standards that 
are needed for EAP-based 
aircraft certification

• Identify and address key 
risks associated with hybrid 
electric technologies

• Engage with U.S. industry to 
integrate and demonstrate 
megawatt-class EAP 
machines in flight

• Engage with FAA, SAE, 
ASTM, etc. to contribute 
data that inform EAP 
standards & regulations

SCOPE APPROACHBENEFIT
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Accelerate US industry technology readiness and competitiveness
2030-2035 Entry-Into-Service: Thin haul, regional and next
generation Sustainable Aviation markets

Market Regional Air Mobility Regional Turboprops
& Turbofans

Single Aisle

Passengers 1-19 20-150 150-more

Speed ≈150-250 mph ≈300-400 mph ≈500-700 mph

Range ≈100-500 miles 500-1500 miles 1500-3500 miles

Power ≈1MW 1 to 5 MW 3 to 30MW

Heat ≈200 kW heat 200kw to 1MW heat 600kW to 6MW heat

EPFD 
Partner 
Markets

EPFD 
GOALS



NASA Sustainable Flight Demonstrator (SFD) Project

Rich DeLoof
NASA SFD Project Lead Systems Engineer
SAE Mobility & Energy Conference – Sept. 13, 2023



• For decades Government, Industry, and Universities have 
been working advanced commercial aircraft concepts focused 
on lowering fuel burn & emissions

• Due to many factors, these configurations have not made it to 
market

• NASA launched the SFD project to:
• Partner with industry to retire technical risk
• Inform industry decisions associated with next 

generation single-aisle seat class product for 2030s entry 
into service

• Maximize the potential to meet environmental goals 
articulated in the U.S. Aviation Climate Action Plan

• Boeing Transonic Trussed Braced Wing (TTBW) selected 
through competitive proposal process

www.nasa.gov   |

Why invest in Sustainable Flight Demonstrator?
Blended Wing Body

Transonic Truss-Braced Wing

D-8 Double Bubble

Tail-cone Thruster

• 



Performance, S&C and Handling 
Qualities
 CFD & Aero Performance Validation
 Flutter Characteristics
 Lateral Stability Characteristics 
 Typical Flight Envelope Operability

Aeroelasticity
 Tool and Model Validation
 Static Loads Methods Validation

Propulsion- Integration
 SAF Fuel System Compatibility
 Pylon Fail-safe Integration 

Certification/Crashworthiness
 Strut Fail Safety Requirements
 High Wing/Truss Crush Loads 

Wing
 Thin Wing Integration
 Relevant High Lift Systems Architecture
 Fuel System Integration

Structures
 Internal Loads Model Validation
 Primary Architecture & Joint 

Design Validation

Required Key Learnings

When combined with expected advancements in propulsion systems, materials and systems architecture, the TTBW configuration 
could reduce fuel consumption and emissions up to 30% relative to today's most efficient single-aisle airplanes.

• 
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MD-90

Sustainable 
Flight 
Demonstrator

Boeing will modify MD-90 aircraft into 
the SFD Demonstrator aircraft. Existing 

wings, aft engines, and fuselage 
sections will be removed.  

SFD modification includes addition 
of Transonic Truss-Braced Wing and 

subsystems, modern turbo-fan 
engines, and instrumentation.

X-66A SFD Demonstrator Design • 
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HyTEC Project Overview
Dr. Kenneth Suder 
HyTEC Technical Advisor and GRC Senior Technologist
September 13, 2023

National Aeronautics an . d Space Administration • 

Hybrid Thermally Efficient Core 
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Hybrid Thermally Efficient Core

Partner with industry to mature and demonstrate enabling 
technologies for sustainable flight. 

Goal:
• The Hybrid Thermally Efficient Core (HyTEC) Project accelerates the 

development and demonstration of advanced aircraft engine core 
technologies to enable sustainable commercial flight with reduced 
emissions and fuel consumption. 

Objectives:
• Achieve 5-10% fuel burn reduction versus 2020 best in class.

• Achieve up to 20% power extraction (4 times current state of the 
art) at altitude to optimize propulsion system performance and 
enable hybridization.

• Demonstrate the effective and efficient operability of high blend 
(>80%) Sustainable Aviation Fuels (SAFs) in 2030s EIS combustors. 

HyTEC Metrics
• Small core technologies aligned with future 

single-aisle propulsion products

• Target engine thrust of 25,000 – 35,000 lbf
(B737 class)

Key Performance Parameter 
(KPP)

Full Success
Single Aisle  ~2035 EIS

Engine Bypass Ratio > 15

Engine Overall Pressure Ratio > 50

HPC Exit Corrected Flow < 3 lbm/s

Presenter
Presentation Notes
NASA is accelerating development and demonstration of advanced turbine engine technologies through a new Hybrid Thermally Efficient Core research project.  Two RTAPS 2 Contracts awarded under AATT were transitioned into HyTEC, kickoff meetings heldDraft NRA released February 10, 2021 (Final in April)Industry Day held February 24, 2021Acquisition Strategy Meeting scheduled April 7, 2021PA KDP scheduled for June 2021, 2021October 2022Recently awarded 6 contracts for small-core turbofan technologies to TRL 4/5 by 2023 targeting single aisle aircraft applicationAnother NRA solicitation is being formulated for small core combustor design/operability using 100% SAFIn partnership with GE Aviation, testing is underway to advance CMC turbine blade durability & design work on going preparing for FY23/24 Turbofan power extraction demoHPCFront Block Technologies: Compressor operability, performance characterization, and aeromechanicsAdvanced Casing TreatmentsRear Block Technologies: Stator Performance and Stability at higher pressure ratiosHPTCMC Turbine Blade DevelopmentAdvanced Cooling StrategiesAdvanced Aero TechnologiesAdvanced Materials and CoatingHPT & LPT ---  Power Extraction for more electric airplane systems Combustor – Adv Cooling Strategies and ultra compact combustorSystem Level – Adv Thermal Management



HyTEC Technology Portfolio

High Pressure Compressor (HPC) 
Casing treatments and advanced 
designs to enable operability with 

optimized efficiency and 
performance 

Advanced HPT Aerodynamics
Enable more efficient turbine operation 

by developing advanced blade and 
cooling designs and aerodynamic 

features.

Combustion Technologies
• Sustainable aviation fuel compatibility
• Compact design for small core engines

High Pressure Turbine (HPT) Materials
CMCs/EBCs for turbine components to 
increase temperatures and efficiency. 

Enhanced Combustor Materials
Ceramic matrix composites (CMC)/ 

Environmental Barrier Coatings (EBC) 
liners for combustors to increase 

performance and durability.

Credits: NASA

Turbofan Power Extraction
Power Extraction to enable 

hybridization

https://www.nasa.gov/aeroresearch/programs/hytec

• 
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NASA System Wide Safety (SWS)
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Working to Achieve 
Three Incremental 

Milestones

1. Domain-Specific 
Safety Monitoring 
and Alerting Tools

2. Integrated Predictive 
Technologies with 
Domain-Level 
Applications

3. Adaptive In-Time 
Safety Threat 
Management

Objective: 
Proactively mitigate risks and demonstrate innovative solutions while ultimately 
ensuring safety to the community on the ground and in the National Air Space

In-Time System-Wide Safety Assurance (ISSA)

Monitor Assess Mitigate 
National Airspace System ➔ Data ➔ NAS System State ➔ Elevated Risk State ➔ Safety Assurance Action 
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Services, Functions & Capabilities (SFCs)
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Support
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● Assess operational data
● Model flight planning 

data
● Mine safety data bases

● Time- dependent 
mitigation action

● Procedure-based 
(augmented using 
decision support tool)

● Collect data
● Check data quality
● Fuse data
● Distribute data
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Service-Oriented Architecture
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IASMS

IASMS
Interconnected ISSA SFCs that 

provide In-Time Risk 
Management and Safety 

Assurance

SFCs 
Monitor data, make 

assessments, and perform 
or inform a safety 
assurance action

Data
Weather

(MET)
Population

Density
ANSP

Infrastructure
Human

Performance
Safety

Reports
Configuration

Settings

SDSP SFCs

Operator Messaging

Weather Surveillance

3rd Party Risk 
Tool

Many Others

(u)FOQA

Data
Geo-spatial 
Constraints

Airspace
Conformance

Air
Traffic

Flight
Plan

Configuration
Settings

Human
Performance

Airspace SFCs

Constraint 
Management

USS Network 
Discovery

Airspace 
Authorizations

Conformance 
Monitoring

Many Others

USS System 
Monitoring

Data
Aircraft 

State

Aerodynamic
Model

Power
Health

Monitor
Health

Nav
Performance

Link
Performance

Configuration
Settings

Human
Performance

Vehicle SFCs

Communication/C2

Conflict 
Advisory/Alert

UAS System 
Monitoring

Vehicle Health Many Others
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It helps to think of these as building blocks.  SFCs are individual services, functions or capabilities that, in terms of safety, are are foundational building blocks for ISSAs that target an individual or family of risks.  A set of coordinated and collaborative ISSAs make up an IASMS.  One can imagine an IASMS that is relatively simple and rudimentary or very complex and capable.



In-Time Aviation Safety Management System (IASMS)
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WEATHER Advanced 
Weather
Models

PASSENGER
EMERGENCY

Pre-flight Safety

Continue Operation

EmergencyLanding

Noise Abatement
Zone

Limited vehicle 
performance

Hospital
Vertiport

FLIGHT OVER
PEOPLE/MOVING VEHICLES

3rd Party Risk
Modeling

Enhanced Obstacle
Database/Detection

OBSTACLE  
AVOIDANCE

DAA
Safety
Monitor

TRAFFIC 
COLLISION

AVOIDANCE

ATM-X
Sequencing

4DT
ROUTE

CONFLICT

Vehicle
Health
Monitors

VEHICLE
SYSTEM
FAILURE

RF Interference
Models

RF
INTERFERENCE

Proximity 
to Threat

TERRAIN COLLISION
AVOIDANCE

GPS Degradation
Models/APNT
Solutions

GPS
DEGRADATION

+10 min

Original Route

Non-cooperative

In-flight Safety

Passenger Health 
Monitoring

Post-flight Safety

IASMS–Extensible Safety 
Framework for Fast, 

Repeatable Access to the NAS

FUG 
PEOPLE/MOVING 

Passeng_er Health 
Monitoring 
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Undesirable Outcome:Flight outside of approved airspaceUnsafe proximity to air traffic, people on the ground, or propertyHull Loss (if passenger carrying or high kinetic energy)Causal FactorsCritical system failures (including loss of link, loss or degraded positioning system performance, loss of power, and engine failureLoss-of-Control (due to envelope excursions or flight control system failure)Physical/Environment Related RisksWeather encounters (including wind gusts)Threat by person—maliciousCyber-security related risks
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Air Traffic Management – eXploration (ATM-X):
The Future of Air Traffic Management

Scalable to meet future demand

Adaptable to accommodate new types vehicles and operations

Safe operations for diverse users

Resilient to uncertainty, degradation, and disruptions

Sustainable user-preferred trajectories that minimize impact on the environment

nt 

stainable 



Digital Services and 
Information 

Sharing

Novel Airspace Design 
and Frameworks 

Communication Links & 
Information Protocols

Separation and Flow 
Management Algorithms

Evolving ATM Technology for the existing NAS and Developing 
Disruptive  Capabilities for the Future NAS

Supporting Multiple Use Cases

Sustainable Conventional 
Operations

Automated Cargo 
Operations

Routine sUAS Operations
Upper Class E Operations
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Revealing the future of aviation

Convergent Aeronautics Solutions
Sep 13, 2023

Kurt Papathakis
Deputy PM, CAS
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Thinking differently to revolutionize aviation
Explores the unknown – Converges disciplines & industries – Advances disruptive concepts

Societal Needs

Policy Topics

Emerging Trends

New Capabilities

Threats & Weaknesses

Market Movements

Scientific Discoveries

Prospect Wicked 
problems spaces

Execute early-stage 
experiments with 

Transition potential

Swing for the 
Transformative fences…    

from and for aviation

N
A

SA R
esearchers 

&
 Externals

Aviation > 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key takeaway: Main why - do things differently, faster, be allowed to fail to get to the next things We often don’t know what we don’t know.Mention public good here? CAS direct and intentional focus on aviation for the public goodHow does the problem exploration/idea collection start and what is the flow? Tell a succinct, high-level story about how we gathering problems/ideasStart with robust perspectives and engagement for scenarios/futures discussionsOur Discovery team collects information, engages groups/stakeholders for insights on problem space and opportunity scoping to find which problem best fit with our mission and have broadest impact to NASA/aviation communityPotentially discuss how else ideas come into CAS discovery process, e.g., Wicked Wild events, CIC (center innovation concepts) input, Working on "wicked problems" demands collaboration and convergence from many experts across many domainsExploring desirable, viable, and feasible solutions to address Wicked problems through early experiments and resultsWe assert correlation between our proactive exploration and discovery in the Wicked domain and the transformational opportunities for aeronautics transitions and transformations – baseball analogyEmerge new strategic thrusts in ARMD – the work we do aligns to broader NASA goals and strategies Other bullets from original chartImagine desirable aviation futuresExplore the most difficult, problems of aviationDiscover pathways to overcoming barriersTest these pathways via vanguard experimentsIncubate transformative change in aviationEmerge new strategic thrusts in ARMD
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Pillars of CAS Innovation Driving Decisions 

D-V-F
Intersection

Barrier-Breaking
Experiments

Aggressive
Agility

Wicked 
Problems

Discovering systems-level, transformational impact for aviation

Solving wicked problems 
will lead to transformation 

in aviation.

Socially desirable.
Economically viable.
Technically feasible.

Succeed quickly.
Fail quickly. 

Learn and adapt.

Identify barriers. 
Formulate hypotheses. 

Test barriers.
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IDEAS FOR POTENTIAL SOLUTIONS 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key takeaway: Discuss how CAS uses these four pillars/principles to drive its decisionsStart with Wicked Problems (see below for more bullets)Apply DVF to assess likely adoption and value to aviation and broader societyFocus on innovative ideas/solutions that will break new ground in aviation and pull in/consider multidisciplinary/cross-sector impactsSchedule multiple P3 points in experiment schedules to evaluate efforts and decided whether to pivot, punt, or preserve Talk about these how relate to the four transformation? We're risk and not rogue Tie in the “Delivering Value” pieces from CAS value stream chartAviation solutions discovery - Assessing barrier-breaking solutionsWorkforce and culture change - Creating and spreading a culture of innovationKey takeaway on Wicked Problems: Present latest definition of the Wicked Problem space, discuss concerted effort to foster a common understanding amongst team (Marty’s effort), highlight innovation capacity building arm of CAS project? Wicked problems are often characterized by: •Constant change with numerous irreducible interdependencies•Interdependencies amongst societal, economic, technical, and more…•Solutions best assessed in terms of progress rather than optimization. Lacking definitive solutions•Understanding that is developed by the acts of exploring the problem spaceWicked Problems (messages from Jerry’s notes on Bob presentation about Wicked in March)Abstract until coherent (mapping-scan, abstract)Diverse team for problem clarification (exploration, clarification, e.g., HCD, stakeholders, …)Then delegate to cognitively diverse teams (i.e., synthesis & retain diversity in X1 as lean into relevant expertise).They break barriers – permeable boundary [elevate UWS/distributed-sensing effort here, transdisciplinary (cf. ZIA-HH).Innovation and invention in the wild – have customers, partners (stakeholders) as part of the team.Traverse boundaries to dynamically connect teams.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Updated 5/30/23NASA is leading transformation of aviation in four technical areas. Each of these transformation areas is enhanced and advanced by a fifth transformational area, our Innovation Ecosystem, which produces new knowledge/ideas to lead to new transformation areas. Ultra-Efficient Airliners: We are accelerating the ability of the next generation of large commercial aircraft to use less energy and use cleaner energy. Our work is a major contribution to the U.S. goal for net-zero greenhouse gas emissions by 2050. Future Airspace and Safety: We are working with partner FAA to continue evolution of our national airspace system to safely integrate all types of air vehicles in an increasingly complex environment, and to do so more sustainably – using digital technologies on the ground and on board vehicles to enable more efficient trajectories that use less energy.Advanced Air Mobility: With nearly 100 industry partners, we are working to enable an economically viable and safe system in which aircraft from drones to air taxis can fly new missions over the most rural countryside to the dense urban landscape – missions such as passenger transport, medical deliveries, utility inspections, disaster response. Our Advanced Air Mobility mission is working with the aviation community to solve challenges in vehicle development and operations, airspace design and operations, and community integration.High-Speed Commercial Flight:  We are potentially removing a key barrier to commercial supersonic flight over land by proving that we can get rid of the sonic boom, while also exploring solutions to local noise and emissions associated with supersonic flight. With our federal partners we are also investigating the potential of even higher speed flight such as high-supersonic and hypersonic speeds. 
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Revolutionary Vertical Lift Technology Project
GRC Aviation Day 2023
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Revolutionary Vertical Lift Technology Project 
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Develop and Validate Tools, Technologies and Concepts to Improve Future 
Vertical Lift Vehicles

Vision
Our vision is to create a future where VTOL 

configurations operate quietly, safely, efficiently, 
affordably, and routinely as an integral part of 

everyday life.

Scope
 Technologies that address noise, safety, 

environment, and efficiency
 Non-conventional light and medium vertical lift 

configurations

• 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Main project objective has stayed constant. 
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Glenn Research Center

• Hybrid/ Electric Systems
• Electro-Mech Powertrains
• Icing
• System Analysis
• Impact Dynamics
• Acoustics

Langley Research Center

• Acoustics
• Computational Methods
• Aeromechanics
• Experimental Capability
• Impact Dynamics
• System Analysis

Ames Research Center

• Aeromechanics
• System Analysis
• Computational Methods
• Experimental Capability
• Flt Dyn & Ctrl
• Acoustics

NASA RVLT Project Research Areas

Armstrong Flight 
Research Center

• UAM Handling and Ride 
Qualities

• UAM Electric System and 
Flight Control Integration

• 



Delivering Tools and Technologies to the eVTOL Community

NASA’s RVLT Project Provides Tools and Design Practices for UAM eVTOL Vehicles

Share technical insights 
and lessons learned INDUSTRY

SDOs

Safety Research

Electric Powertrain 
Reliability

Handling 
Qualities

Crashworthiness & 
Occupant Protection

Noise Research

Human 
Response to 
UAM Noise

UAM Acoustic 
Impacts

SPL [dB]

Predictive 
Tools for UAM 

Noise
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AAM Automation & Autonomy Challenges
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Pilots Currently Monitor & Backstop
Essentially All Automation

Unique Operational Environment

• 



AAM Framework and Barriers
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UAM Aerodromes
Automation

Noise

Regulations/Certification

Affordability
Security

1. Aircraft Design & Integration
2. Airworthiness Standards & 

Certification 
3. Aircraft Noise
4. Weather-Tolerant Aircraft
5. Cabin Acceptability
6. Manufacturing & Supply Chain

1. Safe Urban Flight Management
2. Increasingly Automated 

Aircraft Operations
3. Certification & Ops Approval
4. Ground Ops & Maintenance

1. Public Acceptance
2. Supporting Infrastructure
3. Operational Integration
4. Local Regulatory 

Environment & Liability 

1. Safe Airspace Ops
2. Efficient Airspace Ops
3. Scalable Airspace Ops
4. Resilient Airspace Ops
5. Fleet Management
6. Urban Weather Prediction

1. Airspace Design
2. Operational Rules, Roles, & 

Procedures
3. CNSI & Control Facility 

Infrastructure
4. UAM Aerodrome Design

Safety

Airspace System 
Design & 

Implementation

Airspace & Fleet 
Operations 

Management

Aircraft 
Development & 

Production

Individual 
Aircraft 

Management & 
Operations

Community 
Integration

1 2

3

5

4

#

Aircraft & Aircrew
Airspace
Community Integration
Pillar number
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Updated 5/30/23NASA is leading transformation of aviation in four technical areas. Each of these transformation areas is enhanced and advanced by a fifth transformational area, our Innovation Ecosystem, which produces new knowledge/ideas to lead to new transformation areas. Ultra-Efficient Airliners: We are accelerating the ability of the next generation of large commercial aircraft to use less energy and use cleaner energy. Our work is a major contribution to the U.S. goal for net-zero greenhouse gas emissions by 2050. Future Airspace and Safety: We are working with partner FAA to continue evolution of our national airspace system to safely integrate all types of air vehicles in an increasingly complex environment, and to do so more sustainably – using digital technologies on the ground and on board vehicles to enable more efficient trajectories that use less energy.Advanced Air Mobility: With nearly 100 industry partners, we are working to enable an economically viable and safe system in which aircraft from drones to air taxis can fly new missions over the most rural countryside to the dense urban landscape – missions such as passenger transport, medical deliveries, utility inspections, disaster response. Our Advanced Air Mobility mission is working with the aviation community to solve challenges in vehicle development and operations, airspace design and operations, and community integration.High-Speed Commercial Flight:  We are potentially removing a key barrier to commercial supersonic flight over land by proving that we can get rid of the sonic boom, while also exploring solutions to local noise and emissions associated with supersonic flight. With our federal partners we are also investigating the potential of even higher speed flight such as high-supersonic and hypersonic speeds. 
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